SUMMER CARNIVAL

K.R.Mangalam World School, Paschim Vihar organized a summer carnival to bring in the
sweaty summer with an amusement that can fill every little heart with great felicity where
the tiny tots marched the parade to beat the heat, they welcomed summer with their own
style where few dressed up as summer appliance, fruit, vegetable and beverage and some
brought in their platter of different healthy edibles holding in the cooling summer flavours
in it not only this the carnival reached to its epitome when kids took it to next level
showcasing their knowledge about the same by speaking lines about all the summer
essential they marched with and to make it more vibrant they danced to the tunes of
songs welcoming summer. The brightness of sun was dancing through each little heart
holding in the spirit to enjoy the delight that summer brings in .

PARENTS’ ORIENTATION

An orientation program was organized at K.R.Mangalam World School, Paschim Vihar for
parents of Pre schoolers on 24th March 2018.
The program begin with lightning of lamp along with the inspirational speech of the
principal, Ms.Meenu Kanwar, who welcomes the chief guest and parents.
The guest of honor, Mr.Kamalneet Singh a professional in psychology and certified NLP
practioner from American Society of NLP graced the occasion through his experience. He
has a rich experience in motivating people on various aspects of life and has a deep
understanding of communication at different level. He had an interactive session with
parents on various parenting tips which indeed was a fruitful session for our parents.

CHILDREN ORIENTATION

K.R. Mangalam World School Paschim Vihar organized a three days ORIENTATION PROGRAME for the
Pre School children. Every corner of the school was decked up with stimulating and engaging child
friendly images and quotes. Respective teachers greeted their students with a great love and smile.
During this event, our little learners got to know their classmates, met their principal and other
teachers. They participated in many introductory fun filled activities. To involve them and to keep them
busy, children were encouraged to color the picture of an apple and expressed their interest for this
fruit. Their each stroke of color was telling the story of their imagination and emotions .To enhances
their confidence and to draw their attention, little artists had lots of fun making hand prints with
paints. It was an amazing idea which motivated them to come out of their seats and get mingled with
the peer group. Teaching is no longer restricted to the books. To provide the exposure of the other
school areas, teachers took the children to the computer lab, library, art room etc. Swings and
playroom were the main attraction where they played and enjoyed freely. Each activity proved
beneficial for the kids as it helped in healing their separation anxiety. Various kinds of healthy snacks
and drinks were served to the kids to inculcate the habit for such food.

Day outs and excursions add spice to a child's daily life. To elevate the charm and
fascination for the school and learning , School took the kids to the DOMINOS Paschim
Vihar on the last day of the orientation program. Travelling in the school bus
accompanied by their teachers was really a joyful experience for all of them. They
learnt to adjust themselves in the outdoor environment and relished every bite of
their favourite Pizza under the guidance of their able teachers. Children returned back
with great zeal and sweet memories.
The three days long event inspired the children to come to the school and it also gave
the opportunity to the teachers to establish a strong and valuable bond with the
newcomers.

RELIANCE FRESH

Field trips give students educational experiences away from their regular school
environment. Popular field trips sites includes departmental stores, warehouse,
zoos ,nature centers, science museum etc. Such day out gives children a welcome
break in routine.
As the carnival was approaching near to the end ,the Mangalam family organized a
DAY OUT to RELIANCE FRESH during school hours on Thursday,10 May 2018. They
were excited to see variety of juices, dairy products fruits, vegetables etc on display.
The jolly trip was concluded with great enthusiasm and zeal as the students were
briefed about where and how do we get our fruits and vegetables from.

BEVERAGE DAY CELEBRATION
K.R.Managalm World School, Paschim Vihar, make every event a memorable one for
our tiny tots. To welcome summer in our wonderful way, we celebrated Beverage
day by bringing in the different flavours of beverages which includes the pulpy
orange, mango, tangy lemon, pineapple, ice tea etc. The day allowed tiny tots to
explore their love for beverages. The beverage day turned the hot summer into a
tasty breeze of flavours that brought in a wonderful smile that was shone through
the eyes of the little hearts. The idea behind celebrating beverage day was to
acknowledge children about the drinks that can have cooling effect in the scorching
summer heat.

MANGO WEEK CELEBRATION

It was a sweet juicy morning. To celebrate and relish the taste of the most favorite fruit,
mango children at K.R. MANGALAM WORLD SCHOOL, Paschim Vihar celebrated mango
week. The objective behind conducting this activity was to promote awareness and a
conceptual framework for encouraging students. A craft activity was planned in which
children did tearing and pasting in a mango picture. A show and tell took place in which
children participated wholeheartedly to put across the enormous benefits of mango. To
quench their thirst in the hot summer afternoon a kitchenette activity was done in the
school and children were served mango tang and they had a good time. Lastly, a fashion
show was conducted to create awareness about other summer fruits and children were
dressed to their best and did the ramp walk. All in all it was a wonderful week and such
programmes increase confidence in students. The students enjoyed all the activities
thoroughly.

Smiling and laughing is an important bearing that
everyone should bring along with them. It is the
accessory that people should not forget to take
.Laughter brings people closer and helps in building
teamwork and engagement. To promote this great idea
and motivate our kids to adopt it, here at K.R.Mangalam
world school Paschim Vihar,’World Laughter Day ‘was
commemorated on 4th May 2018 with fervour and
gaiety.
The significance of this day was well elaborated by the
teachers through an effective conversation in the
classrooms and the children were encouraged to
exercise laughing.
To inculcate the true sense of being happy and gay, a
kitchenette activity ‘Chef’s Special’ was conducted
where our little cooks prepared ‘Cheesy Smiley
Sandwiches’ with the required ingredients. Seeing little
hands at cooking was an amazing sight. Every sandwich
was a masterpiece and was relished by the kids.
Teachers motivated them to eat healthy food with a
good smile on their faces.
A Day Without Laughter Is A Day Wasted’. To make the
event more efficacious our little artists prepared paper
smilies with their creativity and imagination. These
smilies proved an inspiration for them to smile always
and be positive in life.

Laughter Day

HINDI DIWAS
Hindi Diwas is celebrated on September 14 to pay
tribute to the official language of India
throughout the nation. The constitution of India
adopted Hindi in Devnagri script as the official
language in 1950. The students of Pre-school and
Pre-primary celebrated Hindi Diwas in the school
to mark the importance of the country’s most
widely spoken language. “Hindi Hasya Kavita”
Pratiyogita for pre-primary students and Hindi
Rhyme Competition for pre-school students was
organized to enhance the speaking skills among
our Mangalites. Participants were very expressive
while reciting the poems. The expressions and
delivery of the poems captured the attention of
each one present. The students participated
whole heartedly and highlighted the significance
of the language in connecting the citizens of India
through their poem recitation.

INTER HOUSE RACE
‘Healthy Mind is in Healthy Body’
A race is one of the most popular sports in the World. It is a game of
strength and stamina. To inculcate the nuances of the game and the value of
sportsmanship K.R.MANGALAM WORLD SCHOOL, Paschim Vihar has organized
a Mini Sports Day as ‘Inter House Race’. All the students actively participated in
Races with great zeal and enthusiasm. Various rounds of selection in Races were
held. In final round, Emerald House was the winner. Overall it was great fun.
The Inter House Races helped to develop the spirit of sportsmanship and
teamwork among students.

“Halloween Week”
HALLOWEEN, the time of costumes, ghosts, spooky movies,
decorations and most importantly for the kids, it is the time for
tricks or treating. It is celebrated on 31st October every year. To
mark this event in our school “Halloween Week” was
commemorated in K.R. Mangalam world school, Paschim Vihar
branch from 25th to 31st Oct 2018. During this time various
spellbinding activities were held in the school premises. To give a
spectacular start to the event, “Craft Making” activity was held on
25th Oct. Students prepared different craft items like cat, ghost etc
and showed the magic of their little hands. Similarly in “Halloween
Fashion Fiesta” students were provided with an opportunity to
dress up in a scary manner. They introduced themselves and spoke
a few lines to express their thoughts about this tradition. "Tattoo on
the wrist, is a fun for kids”, Tattoo Making activity was held where
teachers made different menacing characters associated with
Halloween like ghosts, bats, spiders etc on the hands of the
students which were really looking scary to the kids, still they were
extremely happy. To make the celebration more exciting and to add
more thrill, an interesting movie was shown to the kids. It was a
wonderful sight to see kids watching the ghosts and laughing. The
events ended on 31st Oct. 2018 when children again exhibited their
creativity and talent. They prepared eye-catching pencil toppers
and took them home with great pleasures. The main purpose of all
these activities was to help the tiny tots to overcome the fear of
ghosts and to make them aware of western culture and
celebrations. Students were really exhilarated and took part in each
activity with great vigor and vitality.

DUSSEHRA CELEBRATION
“India is known as a land of festivals and celebration, Dussehra is one of them
which is unique in its perception and significance."
Festivals are the period of celebration and bring peace and joy for everyone. To
enhance that among our little ones, K.R.Mangalam World School, Paschim Vihar
organized fun filled and entertaining activities for Dussehra celebration which
included dandiya party, puppet making , games and musical chair .
The celebration of Dusshera ' the victory of good over evil' came alive when the
tiny tots of Pre-school and Pre-primary came dressed up in ethnic attires for the
‘Dandiya Party’.

The children danced to the foot tapping music to the fullest.
The little ones also performed individual craft activities and made amazing colourful
puppets of Ravana. The teacher enlightened them further by narrating the story of
Ramayana, which enriched their knowledge about the fight between Lord Rama and the
King of Lanka. They happily engaged themselves in musical chair and in blind fold game
in which student wisely fixed the moustaches on Ravana's face.
All the children enthusiastically participated in these activities, and enjoyed them. Thus
the celebration not only enriched their learning but also made it memorable for our
little mangalites which will be cherished for a long time.

Shramdaan
“Charity begins at home”
Shramdaan was celebrated in K.R Mangalam World school Paschim Vihar on 3 october 2018
in order to create environmental awareness among students. Students of Pre-Primary
actively and enthusiastically involved themselves in performing various tasks like cleaning the
school area etc. The activity was enjoyed by the students. The main aim of shramdaan
program is to inculcate the importance of clean and green surrounding and to generate the
feelings of cleanliness among the children.

WORLD FOOD DAY
World Food Day is celebrated every year around
the globe on 16 October. The day observes the
establishment of Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations in 1945. On
the day nations bring into limelight the poverty
and hunger that they are facing.
K.R.Mangalam World School, Paschim Vihar
celebrated World Food Day on 16 October 2018
for the little ones to make them aware about
the importance of food and healthy eating
habits. They were also told that they should not
waste food and eat heathy food. To make this
day a memorable one, Kitchenette activity was
planned for pre schoolers where the children
made ‘Corn Salad’ using corns, cucumber,
tomatoes, lemon and salt. The little ones
actively participated and enjoyed mixing the
ingredients to make delicious ‘Corn Salad.’ The
children relished the self made salad with great
delight.

‘Salad dressing competition’ was organized for
pre primary children where the children
creatively dressed up their salads with nutritious
and healthy ingredients like tomatoes,
cucumbers, onions, capsicum, carrots, sprouts,
etc. The students were assessed on various
parameters like ingredients used, taste,
nutritional value and overall presentation. All the
students actively participated and made yummy
attractive salad. The creativity and innovation
used by the children to present their salads were
a treat to watch. Deciding the winners was a
difficult task for the judges as each child’s
presentation was par excellence.
The little Mangalites showcased their talent, skill
and creativity in making the delicious salad. The
activity helped the children to learn not only
about the nutritive value but also inculcate in
them the healthy food habits to make their daily
delight. Overall it was a fun filled day.

JANAMASHTMI
Krishna Janamashtmi is a Hindu festival that celebrates
the birth of Lord Krishna, the eighth avatar of Vishnu. It is
observed on the eighth day of Krishna paksha.
Janamashtmi festival was celebrated with great zeal and
pomp by the children of K.R. Mangalam World School,
Paschim Vihar.Children came dressed as Krishna , Radha
and in other colorful outfits which gave a traditional
touch to the entire celebration . Beautiful decorations
were put up in the school to make this event more
cheerful and colorful. A day out was also planned and the
children were taken to the Iskcon temple to seek the
blessings of Lord Krishna and were served khichdi as a
Prasad. The small Radha Krishna’s Jodi danced around to
the beats of Janamashtmi songs filling the air with joy
and festive spirit. The children were also shown a movie
on Lord Krishna’s life. The students enjoyed the day very
much.

RHYME COMPETITION
“Rhyme is a mode of expression, a medium to reflect the latent talent of
the young ones.”
Rhymes can prove to be an instrumental stepping stone for young
children to develop their verbal skills and boost their confidence. Keeping
this in mind, Rhyme Competition was organised in K.R.Mangalam World
School Paschim Vihar. The children came up with different poems and
recited them with great zeal and enthusiasm. Students were judged on
parameters like confidence, voice modulation and on the overall
presentation. The eye catching props were icing to the cake.

TEACHER’S DAY
“Teachers play an extra ordinary part in the lives of children during the formative
years of their development and the importance of teachers is something that
cannot be understated.”
September 5, birthday of Dr.Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan also Teacher’s Day, was
celebrated in K.R.Mangalam World School Paschim Vihar to honour the teachers
and appreciate their special contribution towards education. Children brought
beautiful flowers and cards made by their little hands which were full of love and
respect. All teachers went to watch movie. This day was celebrated with great
enthusiasm. It was a fun filled day for children as well as teachers.

